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The file is detected as a PHP script and allows to download the firmware for Seagate hard drives (St1000LM024,
St1000LM027). This file includes an HTML form allowing to send via email the following data to the package
delivery address with images: Title of Firmware Description Link to firmware in the current version Code of
License This form is also used to send the package. Now, I changed the HTS script so that it takes the file and

sends an email to me containing the data sent from the page. I send an email with the following: HTML content
Title of Firmware Description Link to firmware Code of License Then, I stored the received mail (I get it when I
run the script on the server) into a file and save the file as firmware-update.php, which is the name of the content
of the previous field. The new firmware is downloaded into the external hard disk (with Seagate firmaware) as a

file with the name firmware-update.zip containing the firmware files for the specific model. This happens without
problems and even if I have the previous version of the firmware stored in my hard disk. I tried also to send the
email without the text content but it doesn't work. At the end, can you confirm if the mail sent to me on the web
address works correctly? Also, can you confirm if it is the best solution to get the firmware for the hard disk? A:

Receiving an email confirmation of successfully sent package is a confirmation that your server can receive emails.
This does not mean you can send email. Your script can send the email because you have the mail function. It can't
work because your PHP mail() function uses the PHP SMTP to send the email. So you need to know what kind of

server your PHP is using, the SMTP settings, the PHP settings, etc. And you still can send an email, but not to
email server you think is used by the web server. If your web server is IIS 7+ then change the SMTP settings under

your default site in IIS. IIS 7+ SMTP settings: If using IIS 6 then look into SMTP settings in IE: If
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